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Accelerating Learning to Address COVID Learning Loss
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Optional beginning-of-year (BOY) assessments data indicated 3.2
months of instructional loss due to the impact of COVID-19

Almost 650k students from 334 school systems
took the optional assessments online
The results of the study indicated 3.2 months of
instructional loss, in addition to the typical 2.5
months of summer loss

Months of instructional loss

BOY assessments were administered from July
27, 2020 until October 16, 2020 and were
designed to diagnose student understanding of
the TEKS from the previous school year.
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Note: Data was not used for any accountability purposes; aggregate results of the data were used in this research study
Source: STAAR End-of-Year and Beginning-of-Year Results
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The Actions We Take Now Must Be Different From What We’ve Done
Historically in Texas, only 4% of students who are below grade level catch
up to grade level (over two years)
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With COVID, the # of students below grade level is likely to increase dramatically

To Catch Kids Up, Schools Must Make Significant Changes

Rigorous instructional
materials designed to make
up ground, and designed to
work remotely & on campus

Supported teachers who are
equipped to deliver
excellence, getting more than
1 year of growth in 1 year

More time for the students
most in need, including in
the summer and with
targeted tutoring

Work to empower parents as a child’s first teacher must be expanded

TEA | COVID-19
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Instructional Materials must be changed to support acceleration
Traditional Remediation Approach: “Stop and Drop”

Students in schools with
a remediation approach
to instructional materials
never catch up

4th-grade
content
5th-grade
content

Needed Acceleration Approach: Just-in-Time Intervention

Two very different approaches to teaching lessons throughout the school year require
very different operating practices and lead to two very different results for students

Providing Just-in-Time Intervention Requires
Significant Operational Changes
3) Map pre-tests / pre-requisites
to pre-requisite lessons to be
taught just-in-time

4) Ensure daily and weekly
schedules allow for pre-requisites
to be taught just-in-time

5) Plan independent study activities

2) Deploy aligned pre-tests
1) Identify lesson pre-requisites

Instructional materials must be designed to enable teachers to do
provide this kind of instruction. Significant teacher support (training)
is required. More time will also help improve learning acceleration.

High quality tutoring programs can significantly
accelerate student learning
High quality tutoring programs
have a few key attributes1…
Well-trained, consistent tutor (can be a teacher,
paraprofessional, teacher candidate) who builds
a strong relationship with students
High quality instructional material aligned to
standards and core classwork
One-to-one or small group for individualized
support (1-to-3 maximum ratio recommended)2
Embedded in the school day or immediately
before or after, to maximize student access
At least three sessions per week for
sustained support, 30 minutes minimum
Data-driven with tutors building sessions around
student strengths and needs

…and can have a significant
impact on student outcomes
5

months
Additional progress

A 2020 meta-analysis of 96 studies of
high quality tutoring programs found
that students made 5 months of
additional progress on average, a large
pooled 0.37 effect size3

“The average effect of tutoring programs on student
achievement is larger than the effects found in
approximately 85% of studies evaluating education
interventions and equivalent to moving a

student at the 35th percentile of the achievement
distribution to the 50th” – Dr. Matthew Kraft,
Annenberg Institute, Brown University1,4

Sources: 1) Kraft, Matthew A., and Grace Falken. (2021). A Blueprint for Scaling Tutoring Across Public Schools. (EdWorkingPaper: 21-335). Annenberg Institute at Brown University: https://doi.org/10.26300/dkjh-s987; 2) Researchers are still vetting the effectiveness of 1:4 groups and currently
recommend a careful approach to 1:4 supprot, with Dr. Robert Slavin (Johns Hopkins University) recommending: “I would keep careful track of how students are progressing…A lot of kids will be successful at one-to-four [groups] but there may be kids who are not, and I would reserve one-toone for those who are not” (Source: Education Week) 3) Nickow, Andre Joshua, Philip Oreopoulos, and Vincent Quan. (2020). The Impressive Effects of Tutoring on PreK-12 Learning: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of the Experimental Evidence. (EdWorkingPaper: 20-267). Annenberg
Institute at Brown University: https://doi.org/10.26300/eh0c-pc52; 4) Kraft, M. A. (2020). Interpreting effect sizes of education interventions. Educational Researcher, 49(4), 241-253.
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Preventing COVID 19 From Becoming a Generational Crisis for Texans
Hurricane Katrina

After 4 years of intervention, those students
recovered to state averages in reading. They
did not recover in math.
Source: TEA

Argentina Teacher Strikes

Devastating long-term impact on
unemployment and future wages resulting from
88 days of missed instruction in 1983.
Source: Jaume and Willén; The Long-Run Effects of Teacher Strikes:
Evidence from Argentina
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Federal Funding to Support K-12
Education from the CRRSA & ARP Acts
Funding Overview

Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund
(ESSER)
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act – ESSER I
 Texas Allocation:
$1.3 B
90% LEA Subgrants
$1.2 B
9.5% State Discretionary $ 122 M
0.5% TEA Admin
$
6.4 M
 Funds were distributed to school systems as a mechanism to fund the
2019-20 hold harmless.
Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF)
 CRF was directed as supplemental funding to Texas public schools,
covering general expenses in 2019-20, operation connectivity
reimbursements, PPE, and remote instruction support.
 CRF was combined with state discretionary spending, with a total of over
$1B of new funds to schools.
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Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund
(ESSER)
Coronavirus Response and Relief Appropriations (CRRSA) Act – ESSER II
 Texas Allocation:
$5.5 B
90% LEA Subgrants
$5.0 B
9.5% State Discretionary $ 525 M
0.5% TEA Admin
$ 27.6 M
 Funds Available: March 13, 2020 through September 30, 2023.
 Distribution to states is the same as CARES Act ESSER I.
 There are additional allowable uses of the funds by LEAs, and a different
MOE requirement.
 Funds must be tracked and documented separately from ESSER I.
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Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Fund
(ESSER)
American Rescue Plan (ARP) Act – ESSER III / ARP-ESSER
 Texas Allocation:
$12.4 B
90% LEA Subgrants
$11.2 B
9.5% State Discretionary $ 1.2 B
0.5% TEA Admin
$
62 M
 Funds Available: March 13, 2020 through September 30, 2024.
 Distribution to states is the same as ESSER I & II.
 There are additional requirements on state discretionary uses of funds,
and new maintenance of equity requirements.
 Funds must be tracked and documented separately from ESSER I & II.
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Emergency Assistance to Non-Public Schools
(EANS)
Funding is Available from both the CRRSA and ARP Acts
 Texas Allocation: $153.2 M from CRRSA; $153.2 M from ARP (est.)
 Offers support for a range of needs caused by the pandemic, through
services to private nonprofit schools.
 Must be for secular, neutral, and non-ideological purposes.
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So, what does this mean for Texas?
The Legislature is currently awaiting additional MOE guidance
and discussing potential implications to state appropriations.
 TEA is supporting state leadership offices and liaising with the US
Department of Education.
 Leaders across the agency have been discussing potential uses of
discretionary funds.
 Admin funds will facilitate implementation of formula LEA grants and
discretionary programs.
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Texas has MOE problems with ESSER in part because HB 3
infused $4.4 billion of net new revenue (year over year) into
district budgets
PRE HB3
FY2019

POST HB3
FY2020

$4.0B
Increase in
State Funds

$4.4B increase
in total funding for public
education operations in
fiscal year 2020 over
fiscal year 2019, resulting
in a year over year+ gain
of $872 per ADA.

$17.8B

$21.7B

State Funds
(Net of Recapture)
Reduction in
Recapture

$2.7B

$2.4B
$0.3B

$24.6B

+ $530 per ADA vs Prior Law
The numbers on this slide are inclusive of the ADA hold harmless adjustments provided due to Covid-19.

$25.3B

Recapture Payments
Local Funds
(Property Taxes Net of
Recapture)

Increase in
Local Funds

$0.8B
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